
Detect sensitive data belonging to 
employees, customers, or third 
parties
Compromised credentials
Personal data (PII)
Proprietary code
Credit card information
Data breaches
Intellectual Property
Confidential documents
DLP identifiers

Identify upcoming threats & attacks
Crimeware-as-a-service 
Typosquatted/phishing domains
Malicious mobile applications
Impersonating social accounts
Rogue SSL/TLS certificates

KEY CAPABILITIES

By monitoring thousands of surface/dark web sources, 
SOCRadar helped us to be more informed and resilient 
against cyber attacks.

CISO, Finance Sector 

Realtime
alerting

Accurate
detection

Continuous
monitoring

Autonomous Process

Every day, threat actors launch thousands of attacks 
targeting businesses, employees and their customers 
resulting in brand reputation and financial loss.
SOCRadar’s RiskPrime builds on industry-leading instant 
phishing domain detection, internet-wide scanning, and 
compromised credential detection technologies by 
aggregating and correlating massive data points into 
intelligence-driven alerts. This enables organizations to 
swiftly understand how particular risks have evolved and 
what to do for mitigation.

Protect your customers, employees 
and hard-earned brand reputation.

RiskPrime
Digital Risk Protection

SOLUTION
BRIEFcorporation
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Precise integration with SIEM, SOAR, fraud and 
ticketing solutions.

Superior API integration

Dark web

TOR/I2P network
Cyber criminal forums
Breaches / dumps
Blackmarkets
Autoshops

Social media / Chat

Twitter
Linkedin
Facebook / Instagram 
IRC
Discord / Telegram
Hacker channels

Content / File sharing

Paste sites
Amazon s3 buckets
Code repositories
Torrent 
Trello

News

Blogs
Security news
Hacktivism news
Mainstream news
Geopolitical news

Technical

Google Dorks
Web hack archives
VirusTotal
Hybrid analysis
Bug bounty sites

SOURCES

As the threat landscape grows, SOCRadar Labs is constantly qualifying new data sources and channels. 
SOCRadar’s RiskPrime draws on a growing collection of data from these sources then through advanced 
analytics algorithms and a team of talented analysts, alerts organizations to know if their sensitive data, 
documents, financial information or customers’ PII have been compromised.

Unrivaled, curated data sources

Improve your overall security 
posture.
Get proactive with actionable threat 
intelligence.
Identify and remediate faster.
Reduce risk of…
  IP theft
  Brand reputation loss
  Data breaches
  GDPR/CCPA penalties
  Business Email Compromise attacks
  CEO Fraud
  Credential stuffing attacks

KEY FEATURES



SOCRadar combines attack surface management, digital risk protection, and threat intelligence capabilities to protect 
your entire business against sophisticated multi-vector cyber attacks.

Consolidated architecture for operational efficiency and unmatched ROI.
The SOCRadar Advantage

SOCRadar provides on-demand takedown services for phishing, 
malware, social media, mobile apps, and brand abuse sites. 
Completing the protection offering, with one-click you can initiate 
takedown process without any additional legal and procedural 
burden to security teams.

Integrated remediation & takedown service
SOCRadar's historical precision, accurate playbook and growing 
robust database help analysts cut through the noise, narrowing 
down relevant security items and prioritizing SOC analyst time and 
energy on the most critical security incidents.

Use playbook to handle prioritized alerts

RiskPrime provides thorough dark/deep web monitoring solution 
that enables organizations to identify and mitigate threats rapidly. 
Using unparalleled, autonomous reconnaissance and crawling 
technology, we help you proactively secure your organization.

Autonomous dark web intelligence
Empower your existing login security mechanisms to prevent 
hackers from stealing your customer’s trust. Enhance your credit 
card fraud prevention mechanisms with SOCRadar Digital Risk 
Protection platform’s AI-powered intelligence at scale.

Get proactive to block credential stuffing and credit card fraud

SOCRadar enables you to search & monitor critically important email 
addresses, PII, SSNs or credit card details of C-suite executives 
whether it’s indexed somewhere in the growing database of major 
worldwide breaches that may be sought by your adversaries.

5.5B+ breach dataset records processed

Secure your C-level executives
AI-enabled SOCRadar Digital Risk Protection platform analyzes 
millions of domains every day across most major domain registrars 
to detect malicious or look-alike domains targeting your brand and 
entire business network.

4M+ domains analyzed per week

Detect newly-registered phishing domains

All-in-one digital risk protection platform
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Write us

ventas@bluehatcorp.com

Visit us

/bluehatcorp.com

Call us

+593 98 444 0111
+593 2 382 6909

+1 954 828 2333

c o r p o r a t i o n




